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ENGLISH
USAGE

Sentence
Arrangement/
Parajumbles

As the name suggests, this type of question has a few jumbled sentences and
one has to select an answer choice which has a logical sequence of the
sentences.
Let us have a look at a simple example.
Directions: In the following question, four statements are provided. These
statements form a coherent paragraph when properly arranged. Select the
alternative representing the

proper and logical sequencing

of these

statements.
A.

Management Entrance Tests are designed to test the candidates'
ability to think under the candidates' stressful conditions.

B.

This gives the examiner a chance to assess the presence of mind of the
candidate.

C.

The stress is gradually shifting from "cramming" to application.

D.

This is so because the managers of tomorrow need to be extremely
swift in their response to management problems and crisis.
(1) DBAC

Types of
Parajumbles

(2) BCAD

(3) CADB

(4) ABCD

Parajumbles are of two types:
 Without Clues: Here the statements of the parajumble are given
without the opening and the concluding sentences which would have
otherwise served as clues.
The example given above is of such a type.
 With Clues: These questions have, apart from the jumbled up
statements, a fixed opening statement and a fixed closing statement, to
give a clue to the student as to wherefrom the parajumble is likely to
begin, and where it is likely to end.
The example given below is of such a type.
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Directions: In the following question, four statements are provided between
an opening statement 1 and a closing statement 2. The four statements are
jumbled up and form a coherent paragraph when properly arranged. Select
the alternative representing the proper and logical sequencing of these six
taken together:
1.

British health authorities issuing 'no cause for concern' statements
sought to soothe the nervous nation.

A.

Thus the dreaded disease arrived in London.

B.

The media was quick to develop these suspected cases into full blown
plague.

C.

News from India itself was very bad and serious papers reported on

D.

That these cases were cleared later was considered no news.

6.

They reported the advance of plague across India.

how New Delhi seemed helpless.

(1) ABCD

How to solve

(2) CDBA

(3) BADC

(4) DBCA

Your approach to a parajumble will depend on the types of hints offered in

a parajumble?

the parajumble. Parajumbles primarily offer two types of hints or connecting
patterns:
1.

Structural Connectors/Clues

2.

Logical Connectors/Clues
Pronoun way
Structural clues

TIP

Parajumbles

(Methods)

(types)
Logical clues

Structural signposts way

The major time
consuming factor in a
parajumble is that

Structural Connectors/Clues

often a student has to

In such parajumbles, there are words which can simply be used to find

read all the sentences

connecting sentences and hence the correct answers can be found, often

or

without having to read the complete sentences. In the following examples,

most

before

of

them

solving

the

parajumbles having such connectors have been analyzed:

question.
The Structural

The pronoun way

connectors method

In parajumbles, finding pronouns and then linking those to their nouns can

will eliminate the

help solve a question very quickly. This is highlighted in the following

need to read the

questions:

sentences and instead
sharpen your scanning
abilities.
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Directions: In the following question, four statements are provided. These
statements form a coherent paragraph when properly arranged. Select the
alternative representing the

proper and logical sequencing

of these

statements.
A.

They found that the surface water may be as much as 20 C owarmer
than the deep water.

B.

The cheapest collector of the sun‟s heat is a body of water.

C.

For a number of years, French engineers have been trying to harness
the temperature difference produced in the oceans by sunshine.

D.

But 20 degrees is a very small temperature difference for operating a
turbine.
(1) CBDA

Toolkit

(2) BACD

(3) BCAD

(4) ABCD

How to solve this question correctly in an efficient way:
1.

Do not read all the sentences completely. Just scan the beginning of
every sentence to find clues

2.

“They” in the first sentence (1) itself is a vital clue.

3. This implies that there must be a noun that must have been mentioned
before this.
4.

Start looking for that noun which can be the antecedent of the pronoun
“they”. When a pronoun refers to a noun given before it, such a noun
is known as the antecedent of that pronoun. Be careful that you just
scan the sentences looking for nouns instead of reading the whole
sentences.

5.

“French Engineers” in sentence C can be the only appropriate noun for
“they” as it is the only noun that refers to human beings, and is
plural. This implies that C immediately precedes A (Also written as
CA)

6.

There is only one choice with this sequence of CA i.e. Choice (3)

7. Answer Choice: (3)

Remember

Benefit: By reading just three words (they, French engineers) after scanning
of a 3 or 4 seconds, this question can be solved
Directions: In the following question, four statements are provided. These
statements form a coherent paragraph when properly arranged. Select the
alternative representing the

proper and logical sequencing

of these

statements.
1.

Its most easterly point is Cape Spear, New Found land.

2.

It comprises the entire North American continent, north of the United
States, with exclusion of Alaska, Greenland and the tiny French island
of St. Pierre.
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3.

Its western limit is Mount St. Elias in Yukon Territory, near the
Alaskan border.

4.

Canada, the world‟s second–largest country (after Russia), is the
largest country in the Western hemisphere.
(1) 2314

Toolkit

(2) 1432

(3) 3214

(4) 4213

How to solve this question correctly in an efficient way:
1.

Scan the beginning of every sentence to find clues

2.

Beginning word of 1 (Its), of 2 (It), of 3 (Its) and of 4 (Canada) imply
that Canada is the noun that precedes the other three sentences.

3.

Hence, 4 is the beginning sentence (Written as 4 –––––)

4.

Answer Choice (4)

.

A great time saver
Directions: In the following question, four statements are provided. These
statements form a coherent paragraph when properly arranged. Select the
alternative representing

the proper

and logical sequencing of these

statements.
1.

Most of Malaysia occupies the southern tip of the Malay Peninsula,
south of Thailand.

2.

It is sometimes called Malaya, or Peninsular or West Malaysia.

3.

Malaysia is a country that bridges mainland and peninsular Southeast
Asia, bordering Thailand and northern one–third of the island of
Borneo, bordering Indonesia, Brunei, and the South China Sea, south
of Vietnam.

4.

Its two parts are separated by more than 650 km of the South China
Sea.
(1) 2134

Toolkit

(2) 3412

(3) 2314

(4) 2143

How to solve this question correctly in an efficient way:
1.

Scan the beginning of every sentence to find clues

2.

„Malaysia‟ in sentences 1and 3 implies that the answer should have
1or 3 in the beginning as 2 and 4 cannot be in the beginning as these
sentences will have a noun in a preceding sentence to justify the
beginning of these sentences, having “It” and “Its“.

4.

The Structural
Signposts Way

Correct answer choice is (2).

When you are not looking out for pronouns, scan for words called structural
signposts like hence, but, therefore, this, etc. This is another way of solving such
questions quickly.

____________________________________________________________________
Directions: In the following question, four statements are provided. These
statements form a coherent paragraph when properly arranged. Select the
alternative representing the

proper and logical sequencing

of these

statements.
A.

It has been due to competing amusements, education, improvements
in industrial condition and the expensiveness of drink itself.

B.

The fanatics have been able to see it that the Englishman drinks his
glass of beer with a faint feeling of wrongdoing but they have not
actually been able to prevent him from drinking it.

C.

The practical disappearance of drunkenness as an English vice has not
been due to anti–drink fanatics.

D.

In the matter of drink, the only result of a century of temperance
agitation has been a slight increase in hypocrisy.
(1) DCAB

Toolkit

(2) BDCA

(3) ABDC

(4) DABC

How to solve this question correctly in an efficient way:
1.

Scan the beginning of every sentence to find clues

2.

In B sentence, “The Fanatics” is mentioned.

3. “The” before “fanatics” implies that if there is any other sentence with
the word “fanatic“ without “the” before, such a sentence would come
before B.
4.

This happens in C. Hence C comes before B but does not necessary
immediately precede it (This can be written as C––––B). The
explanation for this is that when a noun in mentioned once or
introduced in a paragraph, any reference made to it again will single it
out as a specific noun and hence will be preceded with “the”.

5.

Sequence of C––––– B is found only in choice (1). Hence, choice (1) is
the answer.

Directions: In the following question, four statements are provided. These
statements form a coherent paragraph when properly arranged. Select the
alternative representing the

proper and logical sequencing

of these

statements.
A.

This can be done in two ways: by increasing security and by
cultivating courage.

B.

When a theatre catches fire, a rational man foresees disaster just as
clearly as any other scared person.

C.

It must be one of the chief concerns of the scientific moralist to combat
fear.

D.

I am speaking of fear as an irrational passion, not of rational prevision
of possible misfortune.
(1) BADC

(2) ABCD

(3) CADB

(4) DCBA
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Toolkit

How to solve this question correctly in an efficient way:
1.

Scan the beginning of every sentence to find clues

2.

We have a clue in the first sentence A. “This” is the clue.

3.

One can imply something by asking the question: What can be done by
increasing security and by cultivating coverage?

4.

This is answered in C i.e. one can combat fear by the ways mentioned

TIP

in A.

All parajumbles will not

5.

So CA is the link.

6.

Answer is (3) Choice as it is the only choice with CA as a link.

offer such clues as will
help

you

solve the

To summarize the approach for solving questions having structural

questions instantly. But

connectors:

chances are that some
questions will be such as

1. Scan the beginning of sentences, looking for words like:

will test your skill to

 Pronouns

solve the

 This, But, Hence, Therefore, etc

questions

quickly. So before doing

 „The” preceding a noun

a question, look out for

2. Then try to develop the relationship.

pronouns or words like

3. Find the sentences that have the relationship.

therefore, hence, etc

4. Make a connecting link and narrow down to the correct answer.

Logical
Connectors
/Clues

Here the sentences will have no explicit connectors as are found in the
parajumbles having structural connectors. One needs to often read the entire
sentences.

Remember

Generally the questions in the exam use combination of logical and structural
clues to select the correct answer. So, the method that you have learnt before,
finding structural clues should be tried first. Only then relationships based
on the inherent logic in the sentences should be drawn.
Directions: In the following question, four statements are provided. These
statements form a coherent paragraph when properly arranged. Select the
alternative representing

the proper

and logical sequencing of these

statements.
A.

There should be eight to ten national banks with a network of
countrywide branches.

B.

On the restructuring of banks the Narsimhan Committee said there
should be three or four large banks, including the State Bank.

C.

While the large banks could become international in character, the
national banks could be engaged in universal banking.
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D.

The Committee was of the view that moving to this revised system be
based on profitability considerations.
(1) BCDA

Toolkit

(2) BACD

(3) ADBC

(4) CBAD

How to solve this question correctly in an efficient way:
1.

Using the structural signposts, “The Committee” in sentence D
implies that name of the Committee that

has been mentioned in

another sentence B could be the sentence coming before D, if not
immediately preceding D. This can be written as B ––––––D
2.

This means that choice (3) is eliminated.

3.

Now the logical analysis will be done for further progress.
Sentence B mentions ––––––––– large banks
Sentence A mentions ––––––––– national banks
Sentence C mentions –––––––– large and national banks
Therefore, C should come after A and B.

4.

In the remaining choices (A, B and D), this happens only in choice (2).

5.

Hence Choice (2) is the answer.
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